Al Mosch to be GPR Featured Speaker in June
Phoenix Gold Mine Owner to Talk About "Turning Rocks to Gold"

By Dick Oakes

The Prez Sez
By Gary Hawley, President

Greetings to all Gold Prospectors of the Rockies members!

Gold prospecting time! The weather has reached a temperature that is just right for prospecting. We sometimes get those afternoon thunderstorms that produce lightning so you still have to be aware of the weather. We just had our 2nd annual metal detecting hunt up Clear Creek Canyon thanks to the efforts of Shawn & Pinie Conell and Joe Johnston. There was a great turnout of members. Thanks to Dick & Carol Oakes for bringing the donuts. Jeff & Donna Mosteller provided a good cup of coffee to add to the pleasure of the donuts. The new Port-A-Potty privacy tent added a new comfort level for this type of club activity. Allen Mershon presented tips on panning and use of a sluice. Hank Innerfeld led a class on dowsing. A great day for a great outing and as is said, a great time was had by all. Thanks to all the members who are attending the meetings. The friendship and exchange of mining stories makes meeting night a thing to look forward to. Allen continues to come up with excellent speakers and the information shared will help all of us when we get out to do some prospecting. Kathy Hawley tells me the gold drawing ticket sales are brisk on meeting night so arrive early to avoid the rush. Incidentally, take some time to look at the nuggets she has picked for the drawings. She keeps hinting to me that she wants to come up with a 3- or 4-gram nugget for the

Join Us on the Third Wednesday!
Lloyd G. Clements Community Center
1580 Yarrow St., Lakewood, Colorado
(One block west of Wadsworth, then one block north of Colfax)
7:00 p.m. (Board Meeting at 6:00 p.m.)

Information: (303) 933-1147
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stories down in writing. Al has written three books (so far): Legend of the Silver Senator, Hot Rock Detherics, and The One Hundred Dollar Bill. The first volume is 125 pages and the latter two have been combined into a single volume of 137 pages. Both volumes are available for purchase at the Phoenix Gold Mine.

Al brings with him veteran miner "Jolly" Roger. June's meeting is one you won't want to miss!

Thanks to Speakers Coordinator Allen Mershon for making the arrangements for Al to join us.

(See expanded story on Al and the Phoenix in our November, 2003 issue. ~Ed)

(Continued from Prez Sec, page 1)
drawing later this year. I don't think she has one that big for the June meeting but be sure to check her article in this newsletter for an update on what she has planned.

The new shirts and caps with the new logo are a hit with the members. We have sold out of some of the sizes. I will be placing an order for more shirts that may be here by the June meeting night.

There are so many people doing so much for the club that it is no wonder we are the #1 club along the Front Range. Do your part and volunteer for the outing or project of your choice.

Until next time: May the gold in your pan be worth the effort you put into finding it.

(Continued from VPs Corner, page 1)
and it takes up three floors. Bullwhackers Casino is just about ready to open up on the south end of Main St. and the new highway is set to open up in November of this year.

We've been in contact with Barbara Boyer in Arvada and we have a prime location at Grandview Ave. and Webster St. for the Gold Strike Festival this year. We'll be doing a walk-through with her in the next few weeks. While we're on the subject of Arvada, Old Wadsworth Boulevard is a mess, as they are doing a major reconstruction from Grandview north. It's really affecting the businesses in that area and the Territorial Trader is suffering and may not be able to hold out until construction is completed. Please help support his shop any way you can.

The caricature of Ken Barker was applied to the trailer last month; we'll be bringing the trailer to next month's meeting so you can see what has been done. Thank you very much to the boys at Fast Signs over on South Broadway in Littleton for the work they did on the caricature.

Lou Bunch day is off the agenda as it falls on the Bemis Library date. No second date set by city. We're down to six events in Central City.

Thanks to those who signed up to help us out, I hope more folks just wander in and lend a hand.

Jesse Peterson at Vic's Gold Panning on Hwy. 119 says his wife is coming along great, still needs a caretaker to watch the panning operation, and had a highbanker day free event on May 29.

I have to say the Annual Metal Detecting/Coin Hunt outing coordinated by Shawn & Pinie Conell was a hoot! I would guess around 40 folks showed up for some fun on the creek. Not only was the coin shoot-out a success but several folks braved the cold Clear Creek waters and found some nice gold. I think Hank Innerfeld made a few believers out of skeptics during his dowsing lessons. I forwarded photographs to the Editor and Webmaster, Dick Oakes, who has already posted them on the GPR website (see the new entry under Outings in the Activities section).

The out house also was a success. Many people said it was the best purchase the club had made in years, and how did we ever get along without it? Instructions for the out house use will be laminated and hung in the enclosure for those of you who haven't used a Port-A-Potty before.
Dirt, Rocks, and a Little Creek Water
By Carol Oakes

The May 22nd GPR Metal Detecting/Coin Hunt outing was a blast! We had a wonderful time hunting for buried treasure both with metal detectors and with dowsing rods and pendulums and witnessing speed panning demonstrations, but we also were treated to a lively discussion about gold panning by Allen Mershon.

While the coins were being buried in preparation for the hunt, Alan took us all down by creek side where he showed us pans full of dirt, rocks, and a little creek water and told us that they were full of gold. He first passed around the filled pans to groups of three eager panners each and proceeded to show us several different methods of finding that gold in the pan. He talked us through the usual circular swirling method, demonstrated it, and then let us try it for ourselves. We all found gold in our pans!

In keeping with the adage that what works for one panner doesn't always work for another, he then showed us several alternate methods of getting to the gold in the pan. One alternate method involved creating a crescent of raw materials in our pans and then washing the gold off the man-made sandbar with rocking motions of the water. Another technique that will probably take most of us a while to master came from an Alaskan gold panner and is called the Blueberry Bounce. The gold is first stratified in the pan and then bounced with small taps against the side of the pan to make the gold 'jump' out of the raw materials. As in his first demonstration, Alan consistently talked us through the steps we were going to try for each new technique, showed us what to do, and then checked up on us to see what questions and problems we were having with the technique being taught.

Alan next proceeded to give us tips on where to find gold in streams. He reminded us that water needs to be flowing more than eight feet per second to carry gold and less than that flow to drop it.

Alan taught us that we shouldn't pan for gold at the creek edge of a valley where gold has not been found before -- it won't be there unless there has been a recent major upheaval of rock and dirt up the valley. Instead we should look for gold for where it has been found in the past; the Spring runoff will consistently bring down more gold to the same place year after year.

Look for high water areas in the stream, where rocks and boulders have been washed clean by the runoff. These rocks signal places in the stream where gold could be found in front of the piled up boulders and even behind them where the water slowed down. Alan warned us to not dig under the larger boulders, though, as they could roll over and injure us. He pointed out places in the creek where he prefers to pan.

After telling us that sandbars are not usually a good place to find gold, Alan proceeded to tell the Idaho Springs story of all the gold found in that town on a sandbar, reminding us that gold can really be found anywhere that there is a natural 'V' to slow the water and that such was the case in Idaho Springs.

We heard that it is more important to dig deep in a small area to find that elusive gold than it is to dig a large area. Gold is heavy and it is driven to the bottom of an area by the motion of the water around it. Alan also warned us that when we find a solidified layer of material that is above bedrock, it is probably a waste of our time to break through that layer as the water will have pushed the gold over it as well and moved it further downstream to drop it later in a slower place.

There were many smiling faces in the crowd as the demonstration ended; we had all found gold in our pans and were armed with new techniques and hints on where to find gold in our Colorado streams.

The Dowsing Experience
By Hank Innerfeld, Dowsing Coordinator

After the metal detecting treasure hunt at our May 22nd outing, I taught a 1/2-hour dowsing class to all who were interested. We had 19 people join us. Most were curious to see if it was even possible for them to dowse, the rest to see if they could expand upon their previous dowsing experiences.

The most recognized term for dowsing in the United States is "water- witching," in which the dowsers use their skills to locate underground water sources.

Everyone attending the class received a pendulum and a set of L-rods provided by the club. Within fifteen minutes, everyone seemed to be able to get clear yes/no answers using their pendulums, much to the surprise of many members. We then used a number chart to expand our yes/no dowsing abilities (again using the pendulums) to ask for our current ages. We then discussed and briefly practiced using the L-rods for getting yes/no answers and, while more time consuming, how to use the L-rods to determine numeric answers.

Then everyone went searching for 6 targets previously hidden in the same field where the treasure-hunt was conducted. This proved rather challenging to all for a number of reasons. First, because our dowsing abilities flow through the right side of our brains and our logical thoughts from the left side, just the excitement of a treasure-hunt kept many operating in their left brain, which automatically limits the accuracy of the results. Second, because the same field was previously used with hidden targets for the metal-detecting treasure hunt, there were many energies and intentions present that affected getting accurate results. For example, Shirley Weilnau kept being guided to and finding targets from the previous hunt in her efforts to find the buried dowsing targets. Third, it takes practice to develop the ability to ask questions and have confidence in the responses--usually more practice than just 30 minutes--but it was a great experience for all!

Everyone had a great time. Everyone also was excited to begin awakening their dowsing abilities, which, with practice, will allow them to use their dowsing skills to be more successful not only in their gold prospecting efforts, but in many areas of their daily lives.

Speed Panning
By Shirley Weilnau

Wow! What a time everyone had Saturday, May 22nd, at the metal detecting/coin hunt outing! Several special companion events were displayed, including ours on competition speed panning.

Larry and I walked everyone through various speed panning techniques, including the one that will be used during competition at the Prospecting Rally from June 25th through 27th. Several people got involved and everyone who tried was able to complete a speed panning in under one minute. Three lessons is all it takes.

"Amazing," is what several people said. The crowd asked Larry and me to do a panning competition against each other and by golly, one of us won. Guess who?
President **Gary Hawley** said, "A great day for a great outing and as is said, a great time was had by all." Vice President **Jeff Mosteller** said, "The Annual Metal Detecting/Coin Hunt outing coordinated by **Shawn & Pinie Conell** was a hoot!" Dowsing Coordinator **Hank Innerfield** said, "Everyone had a great time." Member **Carol Oakes** said, "The May 22nd GPR Metal Detecting/Coin Hunt outing was a blast!" And I say, "I couldn't have said it better!"

Whew, doggies . . . take a look at the prizes awarded! You'll note that every one of them was donated by a club member. Now that's dedication, folks--the kind of dedication that has made the GPR, as Gary is always quick to say, the #1 club along the Front Range. The entire GPR membership thanks you donors for heeding Shawn's and Pinie's call for prizes (especially me, having come up with the #1 prize, the 1.1 gram gold nugget donated by GPR member and supporter extraordinaire, **Randy Solomon**).

What you don't see in the list of donations and winners is the huge number of silver dimes awarded, one for each painted penny found, that were purchased by the club for this hunt. Lots of pennies--lots of dimes; it was a Silver Jubilee!

From the get-go, I knew it was going to be a fun outing when **Jeff & Donna Mosteller** showed up with the Cambro full of hot coffee to go along with the four dozen still-warm Krispy Kremes that Carol had picked up that morning. Yummmmmy! Then it was off to the hunting grounds where everyone policed the area and picked up all the trash we could find, which we donated to the garbage bags back at the "judges' table" where Judge Pinie held sway. After that, while detecting participants were down at the creek with **Allen Mershon**, the hunt coordinators and helpers (which included **Joe Johnston**) planted the day's "treasure."

Finally, having learned all about how streams carry and deposit gold and various panning methods from Allen, back up the creek bank the detectorists swarmed to surround the hunting grounds with raised detectors and high anticipation. With the piercing call of the whistle bird, coots hit the ground swinging and the hunt was on. The hunting was conducted in intense silence, except for the occasional immortal yell of Archimedes, "Eureka! I have found it!"

For the most part, in true GPR treasure hunters' tradition, we picked up our trash as we went, filled our holes before we moved on, and took pride in knowing we had not only competed fairly and in accordance with the club's treasure hunting ethics, but had left the area sprouting far less metal trash than when we had arrived.

When the "clear the yard" whistle sounded, detectorists headed for the garbage bags to stash their trash and then to the judges' table where **LeRoy Lamgo** counted the loot and Pinie recorded the items found and handed out the prizes.

Then it was the judges' turn to sweep the field for left-over treasure that had not yet been found, while Hank got the neophyte dowsing group together and Joe ran the detector pinpointing sideshow booth. While none of the dowser trainees found their targets, there being too much interference from previously hidden targets causing left-brain/right-brain confusion that hampered their ability to connect to their higher state of guidance, **Wayne McCarroll** came closest to scientifically pinpointing a penny on the back of a slice of cardboard using a metal detector and won the coveted vial of gold donated by Allen.

It wasn't over yet, however, as **Larry & Shirley Weilnau** stepped up to the tub! Speed panning is their game and famous is the Weilnau name. These two nationally known competitors showed their stuff to the plodders among the group then turned the pans over to us. It was fun and informative, too. (Watch for another national champion to come from the now well-trained GPR membership!)

As the shadows and the queue for the Port-A-Potty enclosure were lengthening, everyone not lined up began pitching in to haul tables, chairs, bins, and all the rest of the day's necessary equipment under the highway and up to the parking lot. Then, with everything stowed in the club trailer and members' vehicles, the group parted company; some headed downhill for home and others uphill to the Red Dolly Casino for a four-dollar prime rib dinner and a shot at the slots.

This was the best time I've ever had at one of our GPR club outings. I know others, too, will be saying the same thing when the club gets back together at the June meeting and we all thank Shawn, Pinie, Joe, Allen, Hank, Larry, Shirley, Jeff, Donna, LeRoy, Carol, and everyone else who helped make the day, May 22, 2004, a GPR outing to remember.
## GPR Events Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Presenter/Coordinator(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>Gregory Day, Visitors Center, Main Street, Central City, (800) 542-2999</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>See times at right...</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>Gold Strike Festival, Olde Town Arvada, Grandview Ave. &amp; Webster St. Sat. 10 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.; Sun. 11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Presentation: &quot;Turning Rocks Into Gold&quot;</td>
<td>Al Mosch and &quot;Jolly&quot; Roger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>Bemis Public Library, 6014 S. Datura St., Littleton</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-27</td>
<td>9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>Rocky Mountain Miners Rally, Argo Mine, Idaho Springs. Panning demos Saturday &amp; Sunday only.</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>Freedom Festival, Visitors Center, Main Street, Central City, (800) 542-2999 (Panning demos all three days.)</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>National Costumers Association Meeting, DIA Holiday Inn, 15500 E. 40th Ave., Denver, (303) 371-9494</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Presentation:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24-25</td>
<td>Panning Demo</td>
<td>UNCONFIRMED Buffalo Bill Days, Golden Panning demos both days, if scheduled.</td>
<td>Jeff Mosteller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All GPR meeting presentations and trip activities are subject to change. Non-club prospecting-related events may be included for your information. Members attending any trip activities are asked to be sure to sign up or contact the event coordinator prior to the activity to allow planning for an estimated number of people and so attendees may be contacted in the event of any change, cancellation, or rescheduling.

**PLEASE PLAN TO ARRIVE AT PANNING DEMOS ONE HOUR IN ADVANCE OF THE START TIME.**
Board Meeting
by Gary Hawley, President

Roll Call
In Attendance: Gary Hawley, Jeff Mosteller, Kathy Hawley, Pinie Conell, Shawn Conell, Cindy Douthard, Hank Innerfeld, Allen Mershon, Joe Shubert, Terry Weatherly.
Unable to Attend: Sue Clover, Ken Oyler.

Quorum Present?
Yes.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 6:25 p.m. by Gary Hawley.

Reading and Approval of Minutes
Read by Gary Hawley and approved as corrected.

Treasurer's Report
Accepted as read and available at tonight's general meeting.

Correspondence
Newsletter from R.M.P.T.H., membership renewals.

Committee Reports
No Report: Library H&V, Monthly Q&A, Vendors, Dowsing, Prospecting, Nominating, Ken Barker Award, Metal Detecting, Find of the Month/Year.

Unfinished Business
Metal Detector Hunt. Shawn & Pinie Conell. All on schedule for May 22. Dick & Carol Oakes will bring Krispy Kremes. Jeff & Donna Mosteller will bring coffee. These goodies only available to members who arrive at hunt site at 8:00 a.m. to help with cleanup of site.

New Business
Logo Items. Gary Hawley will be ordering more shirts with the new club logo (minimum order is 48 units at a time).

Planned Outings
See "GPR Events Calendar" in the newsletter and on the website.

Announcements
Next Board Meeting: June 16, 2004, at 6:00 p.m.
Next General Meeting: June 16, 2004, at 7:00 p.m.
Tonight's general meeting program: Bill Chapman, Glenn "Tumbleweed" Godat and Bill "Buckwheat" Stiver of Pushbutton Prospecting will talk about "Metal Detecting Colorado Gold."

Adjournment
Meeting stands adjourned at 6:56 p.m.

The Deadman Claim at Leadville was located in the late 1860s. Scotty, a prospector, had died, and the cold grave diggers were slow going through ten feet of snow and six feet of ground, so Scotty's body was stuffed in a snow bank. After three days of digging, pay dirt was found in the grave, and the body was completely forgotten until it showed up in the Spring melt. ~Al Look
The Q&A
By Rick Miska, Q&A Coordinator

The Question for May was:
Q: What "Prim and Proper" Colorado town, having no saloons and boasting a well stocked library, claims to be the site of Colorado's first silver strike in 1863?
A: Coleville, which became Sts. John, which became St. John

The Question for June is:
Q: What famous Colorado meat lover was paroled on January 7, 1901, by Governor Charles Thomas?

Members who submit a correct answer to this question at the next meeting will receive a ticket for the nugget drawing.

From the Ledger
of Kathy Hawley, Treasurer/Secretary

I thank the following people for donations for the May door prize drawings:
Randy Solomon - gold nugget
LeRoy Lamgo - $20.00 cash
Mike Weidmann - Topo map

Ticket sales were brisk again at the May meeting. We still have some gold from Anvil Creek, Nome Alaska and one nugget from Fairbanks, Alaska. Approximately 14.0 grams will be given away to our lucky ticket holders. At the June meeting we will have three nuggets over 2 grams each, with the biggest being 2.4 GRAMS!

So like I always say, come prepared to buy some extra tickets and
Good Luck!

Welcome New Members and Guests
By Dick Oakes, Membership Coordinator

Family members joining the GPR in May were Ryan Lambrecht, and Ronald McKee & Carol Wolfe.
Our May guests included Glenn "Tumbleweed" Godat and Bill "Buckwheat" Stiver (two of our presenters for the evening), Merrel Booker, Bryan Cabrera, Joe Cabrera, Dave & Lisa Maurer, Rod Meyers, Debbie Montgomery, Sean Ryan (actually a family member), and Don Thorpe.

HERBALIFE Independent Distributor

Lose, Gain, or Maintain Weight
Get Healthy and Pain Free with Proper Nutrition

Home Office (303) 751-0873 Credit Cards
Cell Phone (303) 550-6697 Accepted
Bobsisson@juno.com

Bobby Sissons Aurora, Colorado

Drawing Winners
By Kathy Hawley, Drawings Coordinator

Nugget Drawings
2.3 gram nugget.............................. Pat Kime
1.5 gram nugget..................................... Joe Shubert
1.2 gram nugget..................................... Pinie Conell
1.1 gram nugget.................................. Don Fling
0.9 gram nugget.................................. Cindy Douthard
0.9 gram nugget.................................. Ken Oyler
0.8 gram nugget.................................. Vito Giorgio
0.7 gram nugget.................................. Donna Mosteller
0.7 gram nugget.................................. Bob Ryan
0.6 gram nugget.................................. Vito Giorgio
0.6 gram nugget.................................. Ron McLain
0.5 gram nugget.............................. Allen Marshon

Door Prize Drawings
0.5 gram nugget.............................. Dot Giorgio
   (Donated by Randy Solomon)
$20.00........................................... Donna Salsbery
   (Donated by LeRoy Lamgo)
Topo Map...................................... Paul Blankenheim
   (Donated by Mike Weidmann)

June Birthdays

The following GPR members were born in June. Be sure to wish them Happy Birthday!

GPR member born in June but you're name isn't here? Contact the Editor!

Larry Boyes Moving to Idaho!

Yep, it's true! Intrepid prospector and hall-of-fame detectorist, Larry "Bird's Nest Nugget" Boyes, is leaving beautiful Colorado to settle in beautiful Idaho. He'll be heading out about mid-June. Our best wishes go with Larry for a great future in "The Gem State."

TYMKOVICH MEATS
Established 1952
6911 N. Washington St., Denver, CO 80229
(303) 288-8655
Open Wed-Sat 9:30 to 5:30
(Closed Sun-Tue)
SMALL HOUSE FOR SALE
This 2-bedroom house in Bonanza, Colorado, has a large kitchen, storage room, wood stove for cooking, and an electric heater. There is, however, no water available. Prospecting and hunting are allowed. $18,000 (Negotiable/Trade). Contact Teena Swisher, (303) 428-5696, Ext. 237, Monday through Thursday, 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

MILE HIGH DOWSERS CLUB MEETING
chapter of The American Society of Dowsers. Meets first Thursday, 7:30 p.m., Clements Comm. Center, 1580 Yarrow St., Mark Starr Bldg., Lakewood. Dowsing practice at 7:00 p.m. (303) 962-6565. $5

TRAILER FOR SALE
Trailer made from a white half-ton Ford pickup bed (don't know year) with 15-inch tires and two-inch hitch-ball. $125.00. Contact Rick Mika, (303) 404-2897, RichardM@imrgold.com

2 GOLD MINING CLAIMS FOR SALE OR TRADE
Each is 10 acres on Beaver Creek below Beaver Creek Park, good access road, mineral rights only (on USFS land), "Golden Bridge" claim #251958. $1,000 each or $1,600 for both or trade for a really good 4WD 3/4-ton pickup. Alan Hamaker, (303) 579-7978 or (303) 582-1771 Ext. 7259

2 GOLD MINING PROPERTIES FOR SALE
"Two Sisters" - 1.57 acres and "Clarita Maria" - 1.65 acres, Central City. Property owned, therefore all land, mineral, and water rights included. Power poles 10 ft. away. Alan Hamaker, (303) 579-7978 or (303) 582-1771 Ext. 7259

PROLINE DREDGE FOR SALE OR TRADE
Proline 2-1/2-inch dredge with 4hp Honda and air compressor. Includes quick-release hoses, swivel nozzle, and double sluice for fine gold recovery. Great condition, low hours. Will sell for $900 with air compressor or $800 without. Steve Cychoz, 303-423-6260

THE THREE-WHEEL SCOOTER FOR SALE
Shuttle Personal Transport System, 3-wheel mobility scooter, good condition, $950. Contact Rose Ann or Jon Knight, (303) 450-0580 or (303) 252-1759

SPEEDAIRE COMPRESSOR FOR SALE
New Speedaire Compressor, 3PH-5HP, 80-gal tank, upright. Current model price is $1,788, will sell now for $950. Contact Rose Ann or Jon Knight, (303) 450-0580 or (303) 252-1759

MINELAB DETECTOR FOR SALE
Minelab SD-2100 metal detector with 8”, 11”, and 15” Coils. Contact Ken Oyler for all the details. (303) 696-7230, (303) 523-8046, goldfinder2@comcast.net

WANTED: INSULATED STOVE PIPE
Need an insulated stove pipe, either 7 or 8 inches in diameter, with ceiling brace and cap. Call Marten Swisher, (303) 450-6152

1989 DODGE CARAVAN FOR SALE OR TRADE
Purple, 6 cyl, 2.9 ltr, front wheel dr, ~175,000 mi., runs well, good cond, new tires, middle seats removable. $1,200, or best offer, or trade for really good 4WD, 3/4-ton, std pickup. Alan Hamaker, (303) 579-7978 or (303) 582-1771 Ext. 7259

SCOTTS RIDING MOWER FOR SALE
Scotts Riding Mower, heavy duty, 48" deck, 20 HP, $750. Contact Rose Ann or Jon Knight, (303) 450-0580 or (303) 252-1759

WANTED: KEENE 4-INCHE DREDGE
Looking for a Keene 4 inch dredge, with 5-hp motor. Steve Cychoz, 303-423-6260

ACTUAL CLASSIFIEDS FROM NEWSPAPERS
- German Shepherd, 85 lbs. Neutered. Speaks German. Free
- Free Puppies. . . part German Shepherd, part stupid dog.
- Free Yorkshire Terrier. 8 years old. Hateful little dog.
Gold Nuggets from Around the World

Colorado Nuggets
P.O. Box 964
Evergreen, CO 80437-0964
(303) 679-0475
E-mail: sales@coloradonuggets.com
Web: www.coloradonuggets.com

SUPPORT YOUR GPR ADVERTISERS

GOLD NUGGETS FOR SALE
Beautiful, Rugged, & Chunky Desert Nuggets
Contact Ken Oyler
(303) 523-8046
goldfinder2@comcast.net

GOLD-N-DETECTORS
A METAL DETECTING & PROSPECTING CENTER
(303) 278-6622
802 Washington Ave.
Golden, CO 80401
E-mail: Bill@goldendetectors.com

“Denver area’s award winning hobby store, where we do what we sell.”

- Metal Detectors
- High Bankers
- Rock Tumblers
- Books
- Goldpans
- Dredges
- Rock Picks
- Accessories

Open 9-6 Monday through Saturday
VISA, MasterCard, Discover

Randy’s Goldsmithing
Kersey, Colorado
Phone: (970) 396-3810
E-mail: goldpnnr@juno.com

Fine Australian Gold Nuggets and gold nugget jewelry

FOR ALL YOUR EMBROIDERY NEEDS CALL
Rose Ann
J.R.’s EMBROIDERY
12341 Riverdale Rd., Brighton, CO 80602
(303) 252-1759
We specialize in Names, Monograms, Patches
Home Made Embroidered Quilts
Company Logos, Stained Glass

Whether you are looking for a New Home, Selling your Old Home, or Looking for Investment Property, contact

Jon Knight
Home Real Estate
(720) 231-3443 or (720) 217-6023
Website: KnightsRealEstate.com

At his part-time job, the old prospector came back to work fifteen minutes late. The boss noticed and asked where he had been. "Getting a haircut." The boss said, "On company time?" "It grew on company time." "Not all of it," the boss replied. "So, I didn’t get it all cut off."

The old prospector finally traded his donkey in for a Hummer. As he was driving around, checking out the new vehicle, he saw a dust cloud up ahead. Wondering what kind of fool could be whipping along so fast, he put the pedal to the metal, caught up, and found he’d been chasing himself!
(Continued from General Meeting, page 6)

Godat, Bill Chapman, owner of Gold-N-Detectors, demonstrated the importance of buying the correct detector for Colorado conditions. He said that the best detector is not necessarily the most expensive; models selling for $800 or a bit more are satisfactory for many applications. Bill Stiver and Glenn Godat gave a tutorial on metal detecting. They exhibited their outstanding collection of specimens as evidence of their method's success. They are hard rockers, not placers, and concentrate their activities on old lode mine dumps. They point out that the old method of hand sorting of gold ores resulted in up to 40% losses which can now be found with metal detectors. This includes disseminated ores in which the gold cannot be seen. A key to separating gold from scrap metal and non-gold ores is the audible tone of the detector. They demonstrated with many examples. It was emphasized that prospectors always seek permission or authorization before any work is commenced, but that this can usually be obtained from land owners, if one is polite and respectful. On public lands, check with the appropriate government authority. Bottoms of mine dumps should be checked first on the presumption that the last material mined is often the best which could be found. Also free gold will tend to gravitate down slope.

Rick Miska gave the answer to the Question of the Month. There were many correct answers by members.

After the prize drawings the meeting was adjourned.

From the Library
By Dick Oakes

Finding Gold Nuggets II
Jimmy "Sierra" Normandi, White's Electronics, Inc., Sweet Home, Ore., c1985

Although this book is published by White's Electronics, manufacturers of the Goldmaster series of nugget detectors, everything in this book is applicable to the use of any detector for "shooting" nuggets.

Sierra takes you through which detector is best for gold prospecting, to manual ground canceling, to automatic ground canceling, to sensitivity control, loop sizes, transmitting frequencies, loop shapes, sensitivity controls, threshold hum, volume control, discrimination, headphones, tools, and much more. He includes a suggested book list and a glossary of terms.

A fine reference book, this 5 1/2- by 8 1/2-inch soft-cover book, #105, may be checked out of the GPR library.

The "GPR Cache" is On Its Way!

Shawn & Pinie Conell say we're still on target (so to speak) with a treasure hunt for GPR members!

A treasure worth upwards of $150 will be secreted somewhere around the Denver metro area.

After finalization, Shawn & Pinie will post the GPR Cache rules and regulations at upcoming meetings.

Clues will be available ONLY at GPR general meetings (not in the newsletter or on the website).

Come to the meetings for details.